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The Keeper of Lost
Things

by Ruth Hogan
Collecting things dropped or left behind by
others and writing stories about them as a
tribute to the fiancée who died the day he
lost one of her keepsakes, a man bequeaths
his estate to his unsuspecting assistant, who
bonds with new neighbors while attempting
to reunite the objects with their owners.

The Once and Future
Witches
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A Spell for Trouble

by Esme Addison
Aleksandra Daniels returns to Bellamy Bay,
North Carolina to help her estranged
relatives run their herbal apothecary and
discovers rumors about her family being
magical healers descended from mermaids
after her aunt Lidia is arrested for poisoning
a local.

The Fifteen Wonders of
Daniel Green

by Alix E. Harrow
In the late 1800s, three sisters use witchcraft
to change the course of history in a Hugo
award-winning author's novel of magic
amid the suffragette movement.

by Erica Boyce
Daniel travels through America's countryside,
creating astonishing crop circles that leave
communities mystified. But when a dying
Vermont corn farmer hires Daniel in an
effort to breathe new life into the town he
loves, Daniel is drawn into a community
struggling to stitch itself back together.

If Cats Disappeared
From the World

The Southern Book
Club's Guide to Slaying
Va
Vampires
mpires

by Genki Kawamura
When the devil extends the end of his life
while banishing ubiquitous luxuries from
the world in turn, a dying man weighs each
forfeiture on poignant, existentially
reflective days, in a U.S. release of a bestseller from Japan.

The Immortals of
Tehran

by Alireza Taheri Araghi
Learning the story of a centuries-old family
curse upon his father’s death, young Ahmad
struggles to protect his loved ones through
decades of famine, loss and political turmoil
before unexpected life changes converge at
the height of the Iranian Revolution.

Gem of a Ghost

by Sue Ann Jaffarian
After Joanna Reid asks for Emma
Whitecastle's help in getting rid of her late
husband's ghost, Emma finds a clue to the
mystery of his death in a haunted diamond
which leads Emma to the mining town of
Jim Thorpe, as she uncovers a murder plot
which threatens Joanna's daughter.

by Grady Hendrix
When her hectic but predictable life is
upended by a vicious attack by an elderly
local, Patricia unexpectedly bonds with a
well-read neighbor who her senile motherin-law claims to have known herself when
she was a girl.

Wobble to Dea
Death
th

by Peter Lovesey
A limited collector’s edition of the first entry
in the best-selling series by the Mystery
Writers of America Grand Master follows
Sergeant Cribb’s investigation into the
suspicious death of a favored contender in
an annual speed walking competition in
1879 London

The Starless Sea

by Erin Morgenstern
Discovering a mysterious book of prisoner
tales, a Vermont graduate student
recognizes a story from his own life before
following clues to a magical underground
library that is being targeted for
destruction.
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